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Overview

Main goal Address the over-smoothing problem

Technical route Using regularisers to penalise node latent similarity and encourage
meaningful node representations

Proposed method: Noisy Nodes
Corrupt the input graph with noise

Add a noise correcting node-level loss

1. Encourage latent node diversity
2. Denoising objective encourages to learn meaningful
graph representations

Background

What is over-smoothing problem? When the node latent vectors of a GNN become very similar
after successive layers of message passing

What cause the over-smoothing problem? The averaging effect of the summation forces
the nodes to become almost identical.

What will over-smoothing cause?
No relational information contained in the nodes

No higher-order latent graph representations can be learned

Previous methods
Residual connections

Multi-head attention

Notation

Input graph

Node

Directed edge sender, recevier

Graph-level property

Methodology

Noisy Nodes mechanics during training

Corrupts nodes by noise
Only the node-level feature will be corrupted by noise

Noise

Noisy Nodes Training Step

GNS adaptations for
molecular property
prediction

ICML'20-Learning to simulate complex physics with graph networks

Original Encoder

Objective: Learn a graph from give X

 is a 2-layers MLP that is independently
applied to each node
Ev

 is a 2-layers MLP that is independently
applied to each edge
Ee

 can be displacement between the
positions of node i and node j
r  i,j

Adapted Encoder

Objective: Learn a graph from give X

 is a 2-layers MLP that is independently
applied to each node
Ev

 is the edge vector displacementsd

Processor
Objective: Generate a update latent graph

GN is a 7 layers MPNN

Original Decoder

Objective: mapping graph to the target

 is a 2-layers MLP that is independently
applied to each node
δv

Adapted Decoder

Objective: mapping graph to the target

 denotes node latents from the Processor
  denotes node latents from the Encoder
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Experiments

Per layer node diversity

MAD: Mean Absolute Distance
DropEdge (ICLR'20): Randomly drop edge during training
DropNode (Expert Syst. Appl.'21) : Randomly drop node during training

3D molecular property prediction task

OC20

Setting: Add I.I.D Gaussian noise with mean zero and σ = 0.3.
 The Noisy Node target: the relaxed structure.

OC20-Initial Structure to Resulting Energy (IS2RE)

OOD: out of the distribution
 ID: in domain

Initial Structure to Resulting Structure (IS2RS)
 

QM9

Setting: Add I.I.D Gaussian noise with mean zero and σ = 0.02 to the input atom positions
 The Noisy Node target: the original atom positions

Results

Non-spatial task

OGBG-PCQM4M

Setting: Randomly flip node and edge features at a rate of 5% 
 The Noisy Node target: the original node and edge features

Results

OGBG-MOLPCBA

Setting: Randomly flip node and edge features at a rate of 5% 
 The Noisy Node target: the original node and edge features

Results
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